Fine Turnings

Seattle Chapter, American Association of Woodturners — September 2022
Web: www.seattlewoodturners.org
Facebook: seattlewoodturners
Instagram: @seattle_woodturners

September Virtual Meeting
Eric Lofstrom, September 8th, 6:00-9:00pm
Our September demonstrator is Eric Lofstrom. He will be covering
surface textures and embellishments. This will be a remote
demonstration. Look for the link to be sent out the weekend
prior to the demonstration. See page four for details.

September Workshops
All September Workshops are full and waitlisted.
September 10th – Turning an End Grain Box: “Breathing” Series
September 11th – Skew Skills: “Making the Cuts!”

Membership
Renew your membership for 2022 and enjoy the benefits of our monthly meetings, Sawdust
Sessions, news, newsletters, coffee hours and Woodrat events. See page 7 for details.

Woodrats Updates
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Watch your email for updates on Woodrats opportunities. We still
have Pandemic-safe ways for you to get some great wood.

Edmonds Food Bank Bowls
Fundraiser bowls need to be turned in by
September 7th!!!
See page eight for details.

Help Needed
The club is looking for help with trailer hauling. If you have a ¾-ton
pickup with electric brake wiring, please contact Jim Hogg, our Vice
President and current trailer hauler.
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President’s Message
September 2022
It’s time to consider giving back to the club! There are a
number of ways to participate in Seattle Woodturners in
ways that help the club function.
Board Member – First and foremost, you can be a part of
the leadership team by sitting on the Executive Board. A
nominating committee has been formed to identify and
interview would-be Board members. The committee will
complete their process and present a slate for consideration
by the membership at the October meeting. Randi Aiken
secretary@seattlewoodturners.org and Louis Frantz
louisfrantz56@gmail.com are co-chairing the Nominating
Committee. Please reach out to them if you want to consider
sitting as a Board member. You can also nominate someone
who you think would be excellent.
Mentors – Our mentorship program needs an infusion of new mentors. Please contact our Director of Membership,
Louis Frantz, if you believe you have the skills and the temperament to become a mentor. Louis has been working to
define the requisites needed to become a mentor.
Trailer Hauler – our current trailer hauler has expressed his desire to get away from the obligation of moving our trailer.
While this has been advertised in the newsletter over the past few months, we have not yet received an inquiry. If you
have a 3/4-ton truck and want to contribute in a meaningful way, please contact me at russcprior@gmail.com.
Trailer Storage – I would love to get our trailer out of my yard. I have stored the trailer since 2017 and it’s time to move
it to another location. If a member does not step up and volunteer storage space, the Board will consider renting space
to store the trailer. Doing so would have a significant impact on our budget, however.
AV Team – Our AV team can always use more help. If the stars align, we will be meeting regularly in-person beginning in
January 2023. Our current thinking is to follow the national trend and offer Zoom broadcasts for those who can’t
physically make it to the meetings. These so-called hybrid meetings are complicated and need more than one person to
be effective. While we have made a lot of progress to make the hybrid experience good for both those attending inperson and those attending virtually, we have lots of room for additional insight and expertise.
Newsletter Editor – Our current newsletter editor Eileen Collins has made no requests to pass this effort on. However,
she’s been at it for nearly 2 years and she won’t want to do this very important job forever. Our newsletter—especially
in recent pandemic-forced separation, is the glue that keeps our club together. The newsletter editor is a vitally
important role. So, while we have no specific plans to find a replacement for Eileen now, I believe sometime in the 2023
calendar year we might have the need. If you have computer skills (who doesn’t these days?), have good editorial skills,
and have a sense of the page, you might be our person.
Video Editor – If you have an interest and particular skill with video editing, this is a job that needs more than one
person. Although I don’t have the skill or the right software, I’ve done enough PowerPoint editing to know that video
editing can be very time consuming. We are always looking for people to help with editing videos of workshops or
sawdust sessions as the need arises.
Please, help the club by giving back. I’ll get off my soapbox and get back into the shop!
Russ Prior
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Women in Turning (WiT) - Elizabeth Weber
We hope that everyone has been enjoying a wonderful summer,
full of warm weather and possibly some travel. Our last event
was in June and covered fun and whacky finishes. We’d love to
have another opportunity at the end of September to catch up.
We are planning to have a Women in Turning event at Randi
Aiken’s house on Saturday, September 24, from 10 AM – 3 PM.
We’ll be covering basic bowl turning, creating lots of shavings,
and enjoying a delicious spread of food. Our last turning event
had people learning from each other and really enjoying
community. Building community makes woodturning
adventures all about fun.
If you would like to participate in this event, please send an
email to me (elizabeth.carls@gmail.com). I will send out a more
detailed list of tools and what to bring.

Earl’s Pearls
An occasional series
of tips, tricks, and
tactics to enhance
your turning time!

I was looking for some scrap pieces for a particular project I had in mind. We all have our small blocks of wood
stashes, some bigger, some smaller. And while I was rummaging around my shop in various boxes with various
pieces that I have collected over the years, I realized what a job it was and just how many bits and pieces I had
in my stash. After going through six different boxes, I finally found two pieces that would do for my project.
One conclusion that I have is that I should label the boxes better. Then the thought occurred to me that when I
die, the Head Woodrat will have to come and sort all this junk out and hold a woodrat event so other
members can add it to their stashes.
I know we all do it, and I am no exception for sure. Just a couple of
thoughts people.
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September Virtual Meeting
September 8th, starting at 6:30pm
Eric Lofstrom
Working with wood has been a source of peaceful intrigue since Eric Lofstrom’s childhood. When creating, Eric
aims to practice “presence,” or mindfulness, so he can stay safe and make the most of his time creatively. He
strives to balance the seemingly opposite goals of absolute physical control and creative surrender. Eric
intentionally zooms in on the finest material details, while also acknowledging how various elements play to a
piece’s artistic message. Approaching studio time in this way may not be the most productive in terms of
volume, but it allows Eric to explore and fully understand things in a more satisfying way.
As an artist, Eric aims to create clean-lined forms with minimal distraction. Eric uses grain, color, and texture
to invite an intimate conversation with his work. He enjoys working within self-prescribed constraints,
focusing his exploration to develop philosophical concepts into series. Currently, Eric’s work represents
curiosities relating to water, energy, and the essence of being human.
Physical Education Teacher by day and Woodturner by night, Eric is a dynamic and passionate teacher. His
time away from school is filled with woodturning instruction at clubs and symposiums throughout the United
States and Canada. Eric’s educational background in Athletic Medicine, Biomechanics and Sports Pedagogy
shines through in his teaching of how body movement influences every aspect of woodturning. Simplifying the
complex skill of tool control into basic building blocks is Eric’s favorite way to empower others with increased
depth of understanding and confidence. Eric’s woodturning instruction thoughtfully balances the technical
teaching of woodturning skills with artistic embellishments to inspire creative expression. A teacher and coach
to his core, Eric’s mission is to share an exuberance for exploration, connect with authenticity and presence,
and to engage in meaningful work with the understanding and excitement that accompanies a growthmindset.
Eric’s sessions have been featured at many acclaimed symposiums; Creativity in Woodturning Symposium
(2008, 2009), Oregon Woodturning Symposium (2015, 2019), Utah Woodturning Symposium (2015), MidAtlantic Woodturning Symposium (2016), Rocky Mountain Symposium (2017), Southwest Area Turners
Symposium (2017), AAW National Symposium (2018, 2022), Tennessee Association of Woodturners
Symposium (2020), Alaska Woodturners Association Wood Turning Symposium (2021), AAW Presents (2021),
AAW Fundamentals LIVE (2021), and Turn-On! Chicago Symposium (2022.
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Seattle AAW August 2022 Meeting
Kirk DeHeer - Boxes with an Inlay in the Lid
Kirk demonstrated how to create an inlay for the lid of a box. He
then walked us through the box making techniques, fitting parts
together, and finishing the box. Below is a step-by-step process
for the box making techniques. You can contact Kirk directly
through email: kirkdeheer@gmail.com.
1) Select a blank. You want to use dry, stable, close-grained
wood.
2) Select your inlay. Sand one side of the inlay.
3) Place double sided tape in the spindle of your lathe.
4) Center your inlay on the spindle. Bring up the tailstock to keep
the inlay in place. (It is helpful to place a coin or small bit of
wood between the tailstock and inlay so that the point of the inlay does not put a divot in the inlay.)
5) Mark centers and mount the blank safely and securely between
centers on the lathe.
6) Choose a safe and efficient lathe speed. Remember this formula.
Maximum diameter of the work, X RPM of the lathe. = 6000-9000
Example 3” X 2000 RPM = 6000
3” X 3000 RPM = 9000
So, with a good sound blank mounted safely between centers with
a diameter of 3” we would want a speed of between 2000 and
3000 RPM for a safe and efficient lathe speed. Keep in mind you
are the best safety equipment you have. If you do not feel safe do
not turn on the lathe.
7) Turn the blank to a cylinder and put a tenon on each end of your
blank.
8) Mount the blank in a scroll chuck with the top of the box in the chuck.
9) True up the box. Part off the two parts of the box leaving the top of the box in the chuck.
10) Rough shape the lid of the box. Do not let the cutting tool
come into contact with the chuck. With the lid roughed to shape
hollow out the lid.
11) The spigot on the lid needs to be perfectly cylindrical to have
a good fit. If it tapers one way or the other it will either tighten up
as it goes on and then will loosen and come off as soon as you
start turning the final shape, or it will go on tight and then loosen
and slip so won’t be able to turn to final shape.
12) Sand and finish the inside of the lid. Don’t sand the cylindrical
walls. You don’t want to change the shape. Use a finish that does
not have a harsh smell.
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Kirk DeHeer - Boxes with an Inlay in the Lid, (Continued)
13) Remove the top section and place the bottom section of
your box in the scroll chuck. True up the blank and rough fit
tenon to the lid.
A. A rough fit is where you set the tenon diameter of the
inside on the lid, so you don’t hollow the inside too big.
B. To make your rough fit, start by cutting a tapered
tenon. Then check to see if it fits. If it does not fit,
square up the tenon and cut a new taper. Repeat this
until the lid just sits on the tenon. Do not fit the lid!
14) Hollow the base of the box. Shape the inside of the box to
a cylinder for the length of tenon. Then shape the inside to suit
the intended outside.
15) Sand and finish the inside of the box. Use a finish that does
not have a harsh smell.
16) Fit the tenon to the lid with a work fit. (This is a tight fit that will act as a jam chuck so that you can shape
the lid.)
17) Before you mount the lid for shaping, set the wall thickness of
the box. Use the skew as a scraper to reduce the diameter of the
outside of the box body wall in a narrow band just below the tenon
to the final diameter desired.
18) With the lid mounted on the box, it is time to set the inlay in.
Face off the lid, lay out center lines on the box, Check the size of
the inlay, and start to hollow the top of the lid to accept the inlay.
(Note: It is helpful to use your skew landed flat on the rest as a
scraper and coming in from the back side not from the tailstock end
so that you have the control to remove very small amounts as you
fit the inlay.) Shape the outside of the box and lid down to the
minimum diameter set in step 14.
19) Sand and finish the outside.
20) Remove the lid and carefully refine the tenon diameter to
obtain the desired final fit with the lid. Tightness of the fit is
dependent on the intended use of the box.
21) Check the inside length of the box. And mark the depth on
the outside. Add the thickness of the base to the line and add a
1/16”.
22) Part off the bottom of the box.
23) Make a jam chuck to fit the tenon of the base.
24) With the box mounted on the jam chuck shape the bottom
of the box.
25) Sand and finish.
Copyright ©Kirk DeHeer 2011
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Membership Renewal – 2022
Renewal continues your access to membership benefits like monthly meetings, Woodrat events, Sawdust Sessions, the
Library, and workshops. The majority of our income comes from membership fees, and we hope you plan to
renew. The dues will remain the same as they have been in previous years.
· New Member: If you are signing up as a new member, you will be paying $40, which includes the remainder of 2022.
· Renewal cost is $40 for all current members.
· Due to COVID19, new membership cards will be available by sending a stamped envelope to Seattle AAW 14150 NE
20th Street, F1-153, Bellevue, WA 98007 or requesting a copy via email to seattleaawt@gmail.com.
There are two methods by which you may renew:
1. Make a check payable to: Seattle Chapter AAW and mail to: Robin Brown 14150 NE 20th Street, F1-153,
Bellevue, WA 98007.
2. Renew your membership on PayPal. You can do this with a credit or debit card, which does not require a PayPal
account.
o Go to our website and click on Membership and then on Pay Membership Dues, or click on this link (you
can copy and paste this link instead): https://seattlewoodturners.org/pay-membership-dues/.
o Click on the top BUY NOW button under the (A) RENEW MEMBERSHIP section. This will take you to
PayPal.
o Upon arriving at PayPal you can choose Log In (if you have account) or Pay with Debit or Credit Card if
you do not (a PayPal account is not required).
o Please fill in the required info and click Pay Now button.
Changed your contact information recently? You can update your contact info by emailing me at the address below.
Best Regards, Robin Brown, email: seattleaawt@gmail.com

Anchorseal
The Seattle AAW has Anchorseal available for members. The cost
is $22/gallon.
You can get some from the following members:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Barry Roitblat barry@rentonww.com (Bellevue)
Russ Prior russcprior@gmail.com (Woodinville)
Earl Bartell earlturns@aol.com (Bellevue)
Gary Ocher turnwithgary@gmail.com (Edmonds)
Steve Gary garydesignworks@gmail.com
(Renton)
Louis Frantz louisfrantz56@gmail.com (Ballard)

If you are going to be at a Woodrats event and need some,
contact Earl Bartell ahead of time, and he will bring some for
you.
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Empty Bowls 2022
Once again, Seattle Woodturners will be participating in two empty bowls events in 2022 to help address food
insecurity. Last year we donated approximately 200 bowls that were used at local fundraisers to help feed the
hungry, and we hope to match or exceed that this year. Donated bowls don’t need to be perfect, but they
should be presentable. Local potters often contribute ceramic bowls as well.
Participants at the fundraisers make a monetary donation and, in return, get to select a bowl that symbolizes
the needs of folks that can’t always fill their bowls, plates or stomachs at home.
Here is a note from Brandon Frost, Development and Communication Manager
for the North Helpline. I wanted to give you a personal thank you for your
donation of handcrafted bowls to North Helpline for our Empty Bowls event this
year. It means a great deal to me that you were willing to give back to the
community and support the work that we do.
Empty Bowls is special to us. While we do raise funds, we view it as a
community event where we can gather and reflect upon the barriers our
neighbors may have in accessing essential resources. Access to food, to
hygiene, to a home for themself and their children. Your support of Empty
Bowls 2022 allows us to serve and continue to provide greater access to all of
these and more.
This year we came with soup, bowl, and community. We filled our cups
and ate together. Though covid has altered the format of this event, we
are grateful to have it continue in practice and spirit.
This spring we donated over 65 bowls to the North Helpline. We hope to
do even better than that for the Edmonds Food Bank in the fall, so keep
those empty bowls coming. The Edmonds Food Bank Fundraiser event
will be September 22. Final collection date for the fundraiser is
September 7th.
Contact any of the following members to arrange drop-off of your bowl donations
• Edmonds:
Gary Ocher turnwithgary@gmail.com
• Redmond:
Jim Kief jimkief67@gmail.com
• Bellevue:
Barry Roitblat barry@rentonww.com
• Renton:
Steve Gary garydesignworks@gmail.com
• Seattle:
Elizabeth Weber elizabeth.carls@gmail.com
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Help Needed
This is a new section of the newsletter for members needing help with something woodturning related. If you
have a question, please submit it to the newsletter editor, (eileen.aaw.seattle@gmail.com), and we will get it
out to the membership.
This is from your newsletter editor. Please email me at the above email if you would like to help.

Seattle AAW Library News / Help
Hungry for new resources? The library has been allocated funds in the 2022 budget and we are looking for
your input on what new books and DVDs you would like to be part of our library. Tell us what you want to see
and borrow! Email your requests/recommendations to Cortney Michalak at library.seattle.aaw@gmail.com by
August 1st.

Join us for the Seattle AAW Coffee Hour meetings.
Due to Summer vacations, Coffee Hour meetings have been suspended until Fall. Watch
your email for announcements.

Woodrats
If turning Cherry is your passion, you had the opportunity to get some more Cherry in
August! If you still need more Cherry, contact Eileen Collins!

Seattle AAW Newsletter
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October Mini-Symposium
In October our club will be holding a Mini-Symposium for our club meeting. The meeting is set to take place on
October 13, 2022, from 6:30 – 9 PM. Location is TBD. This symposium will include various demonstrations
from club members, including:
Tool Sharpening – Russ Prior
This demonstration will have a sharpening station with two grinders and different
jigs available for sharpening lathe tools. Various bench stones will also be
available for honing. Bring your tools and try it out!
Three Lathe Demos
David Lutrick
David Lutrick will show his technique for using router bits to cut symmetrical
patterns on the surfaces of turned pieces and for making rosettes and starburst medallions without ornamental turning machines.

Gary Ocher
Come watch how to hone your bowl turning skills using green wood. You
can learn about working on smooth and efficient cuts, mounting the bowl
safely to the lathe, and the best way to shape a bowl. This demonstration
will give you a good understanding of the process from blank to bowl and
is intended for newer turners or those new to green wood. Questions are
highly encouraged!
Earl Bartell
Walk away from this demo with confidence in how to turn a box with an
inlay. Earl will prepare inlay material that contrasts the wood by creating a
small recess in the lid that will house the inlay. Once the inlay is prepared,
the rest of the box will be turned to completion. This demonstration will
cover box making techniques, contrasting inlay material, fitting parts
together, and jam-fitting techniques.
Woodburning – Randi Aiken
Explore the power and versatility of the simple (burnt) line to create texture,
volume, rhythm, and movement. From lettering to abstract patterns, no surface
needs to remain too plain!

Piercing – Joe Cornell
Learn the art of piercing a turned vessel. Joe will have pieces in various stages of
completion and will show you several different styles of piercing and talk about
tools, hole size, shape, and placement. He will also demonstrate how he lays out a
design and then the techniques he uses to texture his pieces using woodburning.
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Carving - Elizabeth Weber
Learn to alter the shape and texture of any piece using woodcarving and
woodburning to achieve different surface quality. This demonstration will include
handtools, rotary tools, and a woodburner. We’ll discuss holding devices and the
process of taking a concept and translating it to a finished piece.

Coloring and Finishing - Tom Henscheid
Elevate your piece by putting on non-traditional finishes. Tom will be covering
some fun and whacky ways to apply color to any of your turned items.

Pole Lathe – Mary Tripoli
Come experience a wonderfully simple hand-built machine. Using only your leg and
a wooden pole to power it, you’ll get to see how your whole body must work
together to make a useable bowl. You can even discuss how the tools were designed
and forged in a blacksmith shop and how they are maintained.
Bowl Carving – Kaylyn Messer
This demonstration investigates the Scandinavian techniques and tradition of
hand carving wooden bowls from green, or freshly cut, wood. You will see how
to use traditional hand tools of the bowl carver – axe, gouge, and knife – to
shape and finish a wooden bowl.

Resin Casting/Epoxy/Dyeing – Tim Tibbetts and Andy
Firpo
Random rambling and disorganized content vaguely
related to casting, stabilization, and dyeing. Copious
examples of what NOT to do. This is mostly an information
session with equipment, supplies, and stabilized/cast
items on display. Some limited demonstrations. The
stabilization process is slow, but we may be able to cast some items during the session and provide limited
hands-on.
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What About Iridescent or Interference Paints and Pigments
Joe Cornell
The August 18 Toolbox email from AAW talks about adding color to your work. That email features some
amazing colored work John Lucas made using iridescent pigments and posted in the AAW members gallery.
The email also provides a link to John’s May 2022 article “Introducing Iridescent Paints” which shows some
simple yet beautiful methods you can use to embellish turnings.
The terms iridescent and interference are used interchangeably to describe pigments and paints made with
mica created with the unique property that they are different colors when viewed from different angles.
Next month I will give a brief overview of some products and discuss a few different methods I have used to
leverage interference paints and pigments on my turnings. Here are a couple of pierced pieces that feature
interference pigments I have made over the past 20 years.

Left: Pierced Rosewood luminary
Below: Pierced Silver Maple Bowl

Tune in next month for more details. In the meantime, if you have any topics you want me to include in the
article, let me know.
Joe Cornell, Communications Director
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Shadow Eggs
David Lutrick
One of the more difficult things to accomplish when making my “Burl Bird Nests,” in addition to keeping the rim bark
intact, is turning consistently shaped and sized eggs for the nests. After watching the videos of turning spheres using the
“shadow” technique, I’ve used this technique to make good, consistently sized eggs much easier than the free-hand,
eye-balling method I had been using.
The key to getting a good shadow pattern is to use a single point light source far enough away from the spindle blank to
form an image without distortion. I had a very bright red LED on hand, so I used it for my light source. Photo 1 of my
set-up shows the LED as a point source on the frame above the lathe. I mounted the LED in a small PVC pipe ell, drilling
small holes in the wall for the electrodes. An appropriate rated resistor was soldered to the cathode and then the leads
from a 9-volt battery were connected. The PVC ell with LED is mounted on a piece of plywood that can be clamped to
an overhead frame, about 27 inches above the lathe bed. This allows the LED to be moved to the best position over the
wood spindle as successive eggs are parted off the tailstock end.
There are pages of bird egg pictures on-line to use as the shadow patterns of eggs of different sizes and shapes. A print
of these pictures is clipped onto a small “platform” that spans the lathe banjo and allows a small amount of adjustment
of the pattern picture with respect to the spindle shadow. The shadow is distinct enough that the pattern outline can be
easily matched as the egg is turned. Ambient light levels in the shop can be adjusted as needed. Photo 2 shows the setup with the LED on and a clear shadow on the pattern.
I turn the eggs between centers until there is but a very small post on each end that I saw off when the egg profile
matches the pattern outline. I have multiple jam chucks for different size eggs that allow the ends to be sanded
smooth, removing the remnants of those posts, see Photo 3. Most eggs are just buffed after sanding. I will dye some of
the eggs or use a paint droplet scattering technique to simulate speckled eggs. This technique makes superior egg
shapes consistently, see Photo 4 for examples.

Photo 1: LED at center of top rail

Photo 2 Egg and shadow with LED light source

Photo 3

Photo 4

Jam chucks for eggs
Seattle AAW Newsletter
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Show and Tell

Steve Gary
Bleached Madrone Crotch, turned green, 7 3/8”x9 5/8”x2 3/4”

Mark Horowitz
Mark Horowitz
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Show and Tell

Bob Sievers
Walnut

Jose Pantoja
Monkey Puzzle & Copinol
From El Salvador
10-1/2”x6-1/2”

Bob Sievers
Maple

Bob Sievers
Yew
Seattle AAW Newsletter
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Show and Tell

Gregg Johnson
Been out of the shop for many weeks…but baby,
I’m back!
Aunt Judy's Salad Bowl
Pine Lake Figured Big Leaf Maple
6” x 13”
Beeswax and Walnut Oil finish

Joe Cornell
I decided to put together an assemblage of smaller
luminaries. On the left and right are Poplar, the small
foreground luminary is White Oak, and the large pine
tree luminary is Sugar Maple. I'm calling it my Pine - Owl
Assemblage.

Barry Roitblat
Here's a couple of recent pieces: A maple salt
and pepper that combines a crush-grind
mechanism in the base with a salt shaker top;
and a Jatoba bowl with an undercut rim, about
15" across

Gregg Johnson
Condiment Bowl, Pine Lake Big Leaf Maple
2” x 6”, Beeswax and Walnut Oil finish
Seattle AAW Newsletter
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Show and Tell

Bob Sievers

Bob Sievers

Bob Sievers

Gregg Johnson
Last week I had the honor of a lifetime in walking my
niece down the aisle as she married the love of her
life, and of course, they needed a bowl!
Natalie and Chloe’s Wedding Bowl
Dunn Gardens Sugar Maple
3” x 14”
Beeswax and Walnut Oil finish
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Show and Tell

Jack Schieber
I turned 3 rings out of a figured bubinga
plank, sliced and diced and made a clock.

Gregg Johnson
Beaded Bowl
Dunn Gardens Sugar Maple
3 1/2” x 10”
Lacquer and Carnauba Wax Finish
Eric Johnson
10 days, 22 bowls rough turned and dried in desiccant,
20 yard waste bags and two 96-gallon yard waste
containers of wood chips. That's not counting the five
small cherry bowls I occupied myself with in between
time. There are still more logs to process.
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Want Ads
For members to sell or purchase tools, wood, etc.

WANTED: USED LATHES - We have new members looking to buy used lathes to get started on their
new turning hobby. If you have a lathe that you would like to sell, please send us photos and information for
insertion in the next newsletter!

For Sale: Excelsior 5-speed
Mini Lathe, $300 OBO
This is the entry level lathe that Rockler sells
and is often found on sale for around $350. Its
in great condition and comes with all of the
original pieces. I bought this last year and have
since upgraded to something bigger. Rockler
link: https://www.rockler.com/excelsior-minilathe
Contact:
Tyler Poston, tyler.poston@live.com,

For Sale: Powermatic 90
Name: Noble Crompton
Phone: 206-9909-0326
Price $800 OBO
Original Owner’s Manual Available
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Want Ads
For members to sell or purchase tools, wood, etc.

For Sale: Wood Boiling Equipment
I have a setup to boil wood that has been used once, maybe twice. It is in perfect condition. Original Cost,
$350, Asking $300. Contact Linda Shulman, 206-612-1580, lkshulman@gmail.com
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Want Ads
For members to sell or purchase tools, wood, etc.

For Sale: Miscellaneous Stuff
1. Vacuum chuck bearing adapter. Fits inside a
Powermatic 3520 headstock handwheel, but
may also fit other lathes. $35.
2. Tailstock adapter for 1.25”x8 chucks. $25.
3. In-line air filter for vacuum chuck line. Free.
4. Handwheel for older Nova 3000. Free.
Mark Horowitz 781-647-5295
yossarian4@gmail.com
Mapleleaf

For Sale: Jet 1221 VS Lathe
Jet 1221VS lathe for sale. This includes everything that came with it, plus a sturdy (not wiggly) stand, a Robust 6" tool
rest, a Rockler 10" tool rest (knock off of a Robust), a 6" steel faceplate, and a three way pig tail cord on the back that
allows you to plug in the lathe, a light, and a sander, and only have to plug one thing into the wall. It has adjustable feet
on the stand. This has seen little use and it in great shape. I purchased this new, as second lathe to my Powermatic. I am
asking $650.00.
Contact: Steve Gary
smgary189@gmail.com
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Sponsors
We encourage members to shop at club sponsors. They provide gift certificates and donate equipment (or
provide equipment discounts) to the club.

www.woodworkingshop.com
1-800-228-0000
10% discount on all non-motorized items not already on sale if
you are registered with them as a club member

www.woodturnerscatalog.com
1-800-551-8876
10% discount on abrasives if you identify yourself as a
member of the Seattle AAW chapter

www.dustystrings.com
206-634-1662
Provides us with free wood for our KID’s Fair tops

www.chefspecialties.com
1-800-440-2433
Discount on components, minimum orders apply.
Contact Barry Roitblat (barry@rentonww.com)

www.rockler.com
10% discount on non-sale items with your membership card

www.crosscutseattle.com
10% discount with your membership card

206-623-0334

www.equipmentsalesandsurplus.com 253-804-3211
Provided Seattle AAW discounted prices on club lathes we
purchased for Sawdust Sessions
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Seattle AAW Chapter Calendar
Click HERE to see the current Events Calendar page on our website with the latest
updates!
Location

When

Summary

Description

September 7,
2022

Deadline to turn in
bowls for Empty
Bowls

Check the newsletter for details.

Zoom

September 8,
2022, at 6:00 pm –
9:00 pm

Eric Lofstrom
Remote
Demonstration
Topic: Textures &
Finishes for
Turners: Surface
Treatments from
Functional to
Sculptural

Topic: Textures & Finishes for Turners: Surface
Treatments from Functional to Sculptural
Agenda: 6:00 PM - 6:30 PM Social time, 6:30 PM 9:00 PM Meeting time. Eric will send Zoom
Meeting link to members.

Mitch Reinitz'
shop; 19860
SE 123rd St,
Issaquah, WA
98027, USA

September 10,
2022, at 9:00 am –
4:00 pm

Eric Lofstrom hands
on workshop
Turning an End
Grain Box

Turning an End Grain Box

Mitch Reinitz'
shop; 19860
SE 123rd St,
Issaquah, WA
98027, USA

September 11,
2022, at 9:00 am –
4:00 pm

Eric Lofstrom hands
on workshop: Skew
Skills; Making the
Cut

Skew Skills; Making the Cut

October 4, 2022,
at 6:00 pm – 8:00
pm

Board Meeting
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Seattle Chapter Officers
President
Russ Prior

russcprior@gmail.com

Vice President

Jim Hogg
jim.h.hogg@live.com

Secretary

Randi Aiken
secretary@seattlewoodturners.org

Treasurer

Robin Brown
seattleaawt@gmail.com

Director of
Programs

Elizabeth Weber
elizabeth.carls@gmail.com

Director of
Membership

Louis Frantz
louisfrantz56@gmail.com

Director of
Communications

Joe Cornell
joeswoodart@gmail.com

Member-at-Large
#1

Barry Roitblat
barry@rentonww.com

Member-at-Large
#2

Sylvia Wayne
sylvielen02@gmail.com

Member-at-Large
#3

Gary Ocher
turnwithgary@gmail.com

Member-at-Large
#4 (Outreach)

Earl Bartell
earlturns@aol.com

Seattle Chapter Volunteers
Head Woodrat

Earl Bartell
earlturns@aol.com

Audio and Video

Dan Robbins
David Vaughn
Burt Hovander
avteam@seattlewoodturners.org

Newsletter Editor

Eileen Collins
eileen.aaw.seattle@gmail.com

Web Site

Joe Cornell
joeswoodart@gmail.com

Photographer

Ross Nooney
rossnooney@me.com

Sawdust Sessions

Elizabeth Weber
elizabeth.carls@gmail.com

Trailer Puller

Jim Hogg
jim.h.hogg@live.com

Hospitality

Linda Shulman
Sylvia Wayne

Safety Officer

(open)

Librarian

Courtney Michalak
librarian@seattlewoodturners.org

Sealer

Steve Gary
garydesignworks@gmail.com

Inventory Control

Tom Street

Facilities Setup

Michael Crampon
michael.crampon@gmail.com

Name Badges

George Hart

Women in Turning
(WiT) Rep

Elizabeth Weber
elizabeth.carls@gmail.com

Seattle Chapter Mentors
See the club website for information about our mentor program, and available mentors.

Next Club Event: In Person Meeting, September 8, 2022 (Eric Lofstrom)
See the Website Events Calendar for details.
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